Automation Change Control Expert

ACCE 2.2 Enhancement Brief
Automation Change Control Expert (ACCE) is Arbiter Software’s flagship product providing
Workload Automation AE users the ability to manage changes throughout all AE
environments. ACCE provides the ability to control, enforce and track workload automation
requests without requiring substantial changes to business process. ACCE 2.2 has major
focus on enhancing (increasing) our validation engine to continue to enable our clients to
achieve even greater accuracy of changes into production. This document has been created
to highlight these enhancements for our clients. The proposed GA date for this release is
January 2014.

New Enhancements for version 2.2:


Validations:






















Check ID's in owner attribute to see if they are valid
Check for dependency on a GV that doesn’t exist
Check for X number of dependencies on a single job
Validation of calendars in run_calendar and exclude_calendar attributes
Validations to check if certain attribute are following needed standards for their values and
are not empty.
Validate if there are any jobs that use “localhost” in the machine definition.
Check machines to see if they are created in target ENV
Box Jobs: See if there is a box without a starting condition
Box Jobs: Validate and limit the number of jobs inside a box
Box Jobs: Nested Box validation
Box Jobs: Jobs inside box jobs have calendars that are different from the BOX’s calendar.
Box Jobs: Validate to see if start_mins is defined on a job or its box

Credentialed Users - Allows for the mapping of all id’s to a single backend ID
Mass Job Documentation - Allow for the mass updating of your job
documentation in ACCE
Machine JIL Migrations - Now migrate the machine jil through ACCE
Global Variable Migrations
European Time Zone Support
Bypass Option for Reviewer and Migrator to bypass ACCE validation
Group and Application Support
Job Name Mapping - Change job names (automatically) during migration

